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Abstract13

Ground roll is a significant source of noise in land seismic data, with crossline scattered14

ground roll particularly difficult to suppress. This noise arises from surface heterogeneities15

lateral to the receiver spread, and in desert regions sand dunes are a major contributor.16

However, the nature of this noise is poorly understood, preventing the design of more17

effective data acquisition or processing techniques. Here, we present numerical simula-18

tions demonstrating that a barchan sand dune acts as a resonator, absorbing energy from19

ground roll and reemitting it over an extensive period of time. We derive and validate20

a mathematical framework that quantitatively describes the properties of the emitted21

waves, and demonstrate that wave amplitude is estimable from easily-measurable bulk22

properties of the dune. Having identified regions in time, space, and frequency space at23

which noise will be more significant, we propose reducing dune-scattered noise through24

careful survey design and data processing. In particular, we predict that seismic noise25

will be lower upwind of barchan dunes, and at frequencies far from a ‘resonant’ frequency26

2cS{H, for dune height H and typical seismic velocity within the dune cS . This work27

is especially relevant to seismic acquisition in the vicinity of a dune field, where scattered28

noise appears incoherent and difficulties arise with alternative approaches to noise sup-29

pression.30

1 Introduction31

Sand dunes cause noise in seismic surveys by scattering surficial Rayleigh waves.32

When surface sources are used in the acquisition of land seismic data, as in vibroseis and33

weight-drop surveys, approximately 2/3 of the energy delivered by the source propagates34

along the Earth’s surface in the form of such waves [Miller and Pursey , 1955; Richart35

et al., 1970], which are reflected or refracted where topography or seismic velocity at the36

surface varies [Hudson and Knopoff , 1967; Levander , 1990]. Since desert sand dunes are37

associated with topographical variation of tens or hundreds of meters and with consid-38

erably lower seismic velocities than surrounding bedrock [Almalki and Alkhalifah, 2012;39

Zhou, 2014], these dunes will reflect seismic signals on arrival, and absorb seismic en-40

ergy that is subsequently re-emitted over time [Combee, 1994; Ling et al., 1998; Drum-41

mond et al., 2003]. This scattered energy will propagate to the seismic receiver spread42

as seismic noise, with again the preponderance of energy transmitted by surface waves.43

For distance traveled r, the amplitude of surface waves decays as r´1{2 while the signal44
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of interest is carried by body waves with amplitude decaying as r´1, so the amplitude45

of this noise can be significantly higher than that of the signal, seriously degrading the46

quality of seismic data.47

Established approaches often struggle to suppress this noise. Common workflows48

in hydrocarbon exploration include high-pass filters for frequency or apparent velocity,49

or multidimensional filters in f -k or τ -p space [Chen et al., 2015; Embree et al., 1963;50

Kirchheimer , 1985; Hu et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016]. However, there is significant over-51

lap between the frequency range of industry-relevant signals and that of ground roll. Fur-52

thermore, a dune lateral to the principle direction of a receiver spread will scatter ground53

roll crossline, resulting in a high apparent velocity and hence poor noise suppression. 3D54

surveys permit removal of ground roll with a general direction of incidence [Vermeer ,55

2012; Regone, 1997], but adequate suppression requires large receiver arrays, increasing56

financial costs, decreasing spatial resolution, and attenuating high-frequency components57

of the signal [Cordsen and Galbraith, 2002].58

More recent approaches include interferometric ground-roll removal [Dong et al.,59

2006; Halliday et al., 2010, 2015] and polarization filtering [Flinn, 1965; Kragh and Pear-60

don, 1995; Tiapkina et al., 2012], but these are also imperfect solutions. Successful in-61

terferometric noise suppression relies on an acquisition geometry adapted to the posi-62

tions of scatterers, so that scattered surface waves pass through a ‘boundary’ of receivers63

before arriving at the receiver at which noise is to be suppressed [Forghani and Snieder ,64

2010]. Polarization filtering, meanwhile, imposes the additional expenses associated with65

three-component receivers and loses effectiveness in the case of simultaneous arrivals [Jack-66

son et al., 1991; Tiapkina et al., 2012]. Both will, therefore, struggle to adequately sup-67

press noise in the case of a complex geometry of multiple scatterers, such as a desert dune68

field.69

With generic approaches to ground-roll suppression having difficulties in the case70

of scattering by dunes, the modeling of the scattering process has fundamental impor-71

tance. Dune-scattered ground roll will contribute differently to recorded displacements72

in different regions of time, space, and frequency-wavenumber space, and such model-73

ing will allow these different contributions to be quantified. This quantification is key74

to the design of surveys and to the interpretation of data. However, to successfully model75

scattering from dunes, we must first describe their attributes.76
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We focus on isolated crescentic barchan dunes, which are both sufficiently simple77

in form to be amenable to analysis, and sufficiently common for such analysis to have78

application in regions of potential hydrocarbon exploration. Sand dunes in deserts arise79

from the transport of sediment by the wind, and in different regimes of sediment sup-80

ply and wind variability, a variety of dune morphologies can exist [Bagnold , 1941; Holm,81

1960; McKee, 1979, 1982], but in many such regions the wind is approximately unidi-82

rectional, sand supply is limited, and barchan dunes predominate. Specific examples in-83

clude Kuwait’s major Al-Huwaimiliyah dune field [Al-Dabi et al., 1997], the Najaf and84

Nasiriyah dune fields of Iraq [Jawad Ali and Al-Ani , 1983], both the Eastern and West-85

ern dune fields of Qatar [Ashour , 1987], and the northern portion of the UAE’s Al Liwa86

basin [Bishop, 2013]. Barchan dunes are characterized by a crescent-shaped brinkline,87

with height reaching a maximum at the crescent’s center and decreasing towards the downwind-88

facing horns either side. On the windward side, sand is transported by the wind up a89

shallow slope of approximately 100, while, on the leeward side, grains avalanche down90

a steep slip face at the sand’s angle of repose, approximately 300. Between dunes lies the91

exposed desert floor. An example is shown in Figures 1a and 1b. Dune length, width,92

and height are in approximately constant proportion, with heights from 1 m to over 10093

m [Finkel , 1959; Lancaster , 1982; El-Sayed , 2000]. With barchans displaying less vari-94

ation in shape than is typical of other types of dune, a smaller parameter space need be95

explored for applicability, while dunes’ separation by the flat, exposed desert floor per-96

mits consideration of each dune in isolation.97

Dunes are associated not only with topographical variation, but also with varation104

in seismic velocities. In the field, Criswell et al. [1975] measure a surface wave speed of105

120 m s´1 on an aeolian desert dune, while, more recently, Vriend et al. [2015] measure106

a P wave speed of 200˘20 m s´1 in a near-surface layer and 350˘30 m s´1 in the bulk,107

with corresponding S wave speeds of 130˘ 20 m s´1 and 180˘ 20 m s´1. Seismic ve-108

locities within the desert floor vary significantly depending on pressure and geological109

composition, but are typically much higher [Bourbié et al., 1987], with the speed of S110

waves approximately three-fifths of that of P waves, based on a Poisson’s ratio of 0.2 [Gercek ,111

2007].112

In addition to varying between the dune and the desert floor, seismic velocities vary113

significantly within a dune. Vriend et al. [2007] observed variation of P wave speeds by114

a factor of around three, and explain this by variation in pressure and in water satura-115
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Figure 1. Barchan dune geometry, in reality (a, b) and our simulations (c). a) Image of an

isolated Qatari barchan dune from an aerial drone, courtesy of Sylvain Michel. At top left and

top right are neighboring dunes. b) Elevation profile of the same barchan, from data courtesy of

Michel Louge. c) Mesh generated with GMsh, as described in section 2.1. The red arrow indi-

cates the location of the point force for the simulations described in section 2.2 and depicted both

in Figure 2 and in the movies in the supplementary materials.
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tion. In the unconsolidated sand that forms desert dunes, seismic velocities increase with116

effective pressure p, and hence with depth in the dune. Variants of Hertz-Mindlin the-117

ory, assuming spherical particles and a constant contact network, predict seismic veloc-118

ities to increase as p1{6 [Duffy and Mindlin, 1956; Walton, 1987; Mavko et al., 2003], while119

laboratory experiments instead find dependence of approximately p0.25 or p0.33 for S waves120

and p0.23 or p0.30 for P waves [Hardin and Black , 1968; Yu and Richart , 1984; Zimmer121

et al., 2007; Bodet et al., 2014]. While pressure in a granular medium is not necessar-122

ily equal to the weight of the overburden, as demonstrated by Janssen pressure satura-123

tion in silos [Janssen, 1895] and by the central pressure dip in sandpiles [Smid and Novosad ,124

1981], it is standard in geophysics to assume, in a medium of constant bulk density, di-125

rect proportionality between pressure and depth.126

The distribution of water saturation within a dune cannot be so easily approximated,127

as it depends on historical rainfall and structure formation within the dune. Berndts-128

son et al. [1996] reported spatial varation of water content from 0.7% to 7.3% by vol-129

ume, in a study area 3 m deep and 60 m wide on an unvegetated dune in Northwestern130

China, with rainfall preferentially permeating pre-existing layers. On a smaller scale, in131

0.45 m by 2.5 m vertical sections on five dunes in southwestern North America, Ritsema132

and Dekker [1994] reported variation from 2.0% to 12.6%, 2% to 8.3%, 0.6% to 11.1%,133

0.6% to 11.1% and 0.6% to 5.3%, with wetter regions irregularly positioned at greater134

depth, representing “a residual stage from former rain events”. Studies report similar135

orders of magnitude of variation in desert dunes in Saudi Arabia [Dincer et al., 1974] and136

Algeria [Fontes et al., 1986], and variation an order of magnitude smaller in Qatar [Louge137

et al., 2013]. That this variation coincides with dunes’ internal structure is confirmed138

by studies with ground-penetrating radar, in which variation of moisture content is as-139

sociated with strong reflections, revealing the cross-bedding laid down within the dune140

[Schenk et al., 2009; Bristow et al., 1996; Qian et al., 2014; Neal , 2004]. This cross-bedding141

will, therefore, be associated with variation in seismic velocity.142

We structure this paper in the following manner. Section 2 describes the develop-143

ment of a model for the scattering of surface waves by a solitary barchan dune, with an144

initial investigation, described in section 2.2, inspiring the development of an analyti-145

cal model, in section 2.3. In section 3, we validate the model, confirming its assumptions146

and ascertaining the values of its parameters in section 3.1; and testing its predictions147

of the noise observed at receivers in section 3.2. In section 4, we examine the effect of148
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varying the parameters of our system: dune geometry in section 4.1 and internal struc-149

ture in section 4.2. Finally, in section 5, conclusions are drawn, future work discussed,150

and industry-relevant outputs assessed.151

2 Model development152

2.1 Numerical modelling153

To examine the effect of a barchan dune on seismic propagation, we conduct nu-154

merical simulations using SPECFEM3D, a parallelized open-source software package which155

uses the continuous Galerkin spectral-element method, with Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre quadra-156

ture [Tromp et al., 2008; Komatitsch et al., 2002; Peter et al., 2011]. We use spectral el-157

ements of degree 5, neglect attenuation and anisotropy, and simulate absorbing bound-158

aries with convolutional perfectly matched layers (CPML) [Komatitsch and Martin, 2007].159

GMsh, a three-dimensional finite-element mesh generator [Geuzaine and Remacle, 2009],160

is used to create structured hexahedral meshes for the desired geometry. A mesh refine-161

ment study is described in Appendix A, demonstrating that a typical mesh spacing of162

half the dune height is sufficient for 10% accuracy in displacement.163

We construct meshes such as that shown in Figure 1c, with a crescentic brinkline164

achieving a maximum height H at its center. All meshes are 400 m long, 400 m wide,165

and 100 m deep, with a typical mesh spacing of 5 m and CPML 4 grid points thick on166

each side, sufficient for over 99% of the energy reaching the mesh’s boundaries to be ab-167

sorbed (calculated as described in Appendix B). The brinkline has coordinates pXpcoshpαy{Y q´168

1q{pcoshpαq ´ 1q, y,H cospπy{2Y qq in the range |y| ă Y , for constants X, Y , H, and169

α “ 1{2, so that the horns are advanced a distance X downwind of the crest and have170

a separation of 2Y . Tangential to the brinkline, angles of inclination on the windward171

and leeward faces are 10o and 30o respectively. This geometry reproduces the features172

of barchan dunes, while permitting the construction of structured meshes that satisfy173

the conditions of SPECFEM3D and are sufficiently regular for simulations to converge.174

Throughout this work, we use point sources located at a depth of 1 m, to mimic175

the surface sources used in contemporary seismic surveys, while avoiding the numerical176

instability associated with simulating a source at the mesh boundary.177
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2.2 Initial simulation178

To identify the processes that underlie the scattering of ground-roll by dunes, we179

conduct an initial simulation. We construct the mesh shown in Figure 1c, with geom-180

etry as defined in section 2.1 and parameters H “ 10 m, X “ 100 m, and Y “ 100181

m. We model both the dune and the desert floor as isotropic and homogeneous media.182

Within the desert floor, we model P and S wave velocities as 1000 and 600 m s´1, re-183

spectively, whilst within the dune we model P and S wave velocities as cP “ 350 and184

cS “ 180 m s´1, respectively. For simplicity, density is everywhere 2500 kg m´3. We185

simulate a vertical point force of amplitude 103 N, 100 m downwind of the dune’s crest186

and 100 m off its central axis, with time-dependency given by a Ricker function wavelet187

with central frequency 10 Hz. A movie showing vertical displacement at the surface is188

shown in the supplementary materials, with selected frames reproduced below in Fig-189

ure 2, Panel a. For comparison, we also conduct simulations of a model with identical190

topography, but with seismic velocities in the dune equal to those in the desert floor (Panel191

b); and of a homogeneous halfspace of equal size (Panel c).192

We observe significant scattering by the sand dune over an extended period of time,197

with the majority of this scattering related to the difference in seismic velocities between198

the sand dune and the desert floor. Considering individual wave packets over time, we199

see that those reaching the dune are either reflected from or transmitted through its bound-200

ary. Transmitted energy propagates within the dune, with a certain proportion emitted201

each time the boundary is reached. The complex geometry of the dune causes that pro-202

portion of the wave packet that is retained within the dune to lose coherence over time,203

resulting in a distribution of energy only weakly corresponding to initial conditions, de-204

caying primarily through emission of surface waves.205

2.3 Analytical model206

Given the observations described above, we propose a highly simplified model for207

seismic propagation in the vicinity of a dune, illustrated schematically in Figure 3. We208

suppose that a source at position xS emits surface waves of frequency f in some short209

time window about tS , with total energy ES emitted as Rayleigh waves.210

Assuming isotropic radiation and no attenuation over a homogeneous desert floor

with Rayleigh wave speed cR, the energy reaching a dune subtending angle ΦD, of lat-
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Figure 2. Color maps of vertical displacement on the surface of a homogeneous halfspace,

surmounted by a) a dune with distinct seismic velocities, b) a dune having equal seismic veloci-

ties, and c) nothing. The halfspace has P and S wave velocities 1000 and 600 m s´1 respectively,

while in a the dune has P and S wave velocities of 350 and 180 m s´1 respectively.
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f       : Source frequency 

ES    : Rayleigh wave energy emitted by source

cR      : Rayleigh wave speed in desert floor

〈c〉D : Typical wave speed in dune

xS

rSD

L

ΦD

xR

xD

rDR

Figure 3. Schematic of wave scattering by a dune, with definitions of relevant variables.211

eral extent L and with crest position xD “ xS ` rSD, will be

ESΦD

2π
«

ESL

2π||rSD||
. (1)

The arrival time will be approximately tS ` ||rSD||{cR, with approximations exact in212

the far-field limit ||rSD||{LÑ8. The proportion of energy transmitted T will be a non-213

trivial function of the dune’s geometry and of the ratios of densities and seismic veloc-214

ities between the dune and the desert floor, as governed by the Zoeppritz equations Zoep-215

pritz [1919]; Aki and Richards [1980]. For a given dune, T will be determined by the di-216

rection of arrival r̂SD, governing the geometry encountered by the incident surface-wave,217

and f , governing the distribution with depth of the incident surface wave energy.218

We assume that, once transmitted to the dune, the wave packet loses coherence,

so that the seismic energy adopts a distribution among the available degrees of freedom

that is independent of initial conditions. In this state, a constant proportion of energy

will be lost over time to transmission through the dune’s boundary, resulting in an ex-

ponential decay of energy density within the dune. Without attenuation, the decay timescale

τ will be a nontrivial function of density and velocity ratios, but also of the distribution

of energy within the dune and hence of f . The dune will support a spectrum of normal

modes, at which resonance will be achieved and τ will be significantly larger. Having units

of time, we expect τ to scale with the timescale of energy propagation between internal

reflections L{xcyD, for xcyD a typical seismic velocity within the dune. Given this decay
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timescale, the total energy within the dune, at time t, will be

EDptq «
ESLT pr̂SD, fq

2π||rSD||
exp

„

1

τpfq

ˆ

tS `
||rSD||

cR
´ t

˙

. (2)

Being conserved, any energy lost in the dune will be emitted, propagating to the

far field with a geometry, density, velocity and frequency-dependent radiation pattern.

We expect again the preponderance of energy to be transmitted by surface waves, and

so write Dpnqdθ{2π for the proportion of energy propagated to the far field within an-

gle element dθ about horizontal direction n. As a result, at a distant receiver location

xR “ xD`rDR and at time t ą tS`||rSD||{cR`||rDR||{cR, the energy flux of arriving

scattered surface waves, per unit distance in the azimuthal direction, will be given by

F «
ESLT pr̂SD, fqDpr̂DR, fq

4π2||rSD||||rDR||τpfq
exp

„

1

τpfq

ˆ

tS `
||rSD||

cR
`
||rDR||

cR
´ t

˙

. (3)

The resulting amplitude of vertical displacement was given by Rose [1984]. Dependence219

on dune geometry and the ratios of densities and seismic velocities is neglected in the220

above argument, but will enter into T , D and τ .221

3 Model validation222

3.1 Validation of assumptions223

To examine the above assumptions, and to quantify T , D, and τ , we analyze syn-

thetic seismograms generated in further numerical simulations. Using the barchan dune

model depicted in Figure 1c, we conduct simulations of four delta-function point forces,

with positions illustrated in Figure 4a. We consider the system’s response to sources lo-

calized about time t “ 0 and about frequencies f0, by convolving synthetic seismograms

with Gabor wavelets, waveforms

F ptq “ expp´f20 t
2{4q expp2πif0tq. (4)

These wavelets provide optimum time-frequency localization, in the sense of minimiz-224

ing the product of time-domain and frequency-domain standard deviations. We approx-225

imate ES in frequency space for each f0, assuming surface forcing and using the work226

of Miller and Pursey [1955], and take L to be the distance between the horns, equal to227

200 m. We first analyze displacements at locations below the dune’s brinkline, to con-228

sider the increase and decay of energy density within the dune.229
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In accordance with our model, the transmission of energy to the dune is associated230

with the arrival of Rayleigh waves, and the subsequent decay of energy within the dune231

ED is exponential (Figure 4b). We infer this from the exponential decay of the more easily-232

measured energy density, U “ ED{V for dune volume V, and conduct a least-squares233

best linear fit of lnpUq against t at each receiver within this dune. Using this regression234

and calculating constants ES from the source waveform, L, rSD and V from the simu-235

lated geometry, and cR from the cubic equation for Rayleigh wave speed, we extract trans-236

mission and decay constants T and τ .237

Extracted transmission and decay constants T and τ scale appropriately with dune253

size and with seismic velocities within the dune (Figure 4c). In particular, T increases254

with source frequency, as Rayleigh wave energy is increasingly concentrated close to the255

surface, before decreasing sharply as self-interference at arrival becomes significant. Su-256

perimposed on these general trends are smaller variations, which we associate with the257

varying proportion of wave energy emitted as the wavepacket loses coherence within the258

dune. Dependence of T on the direction of arrival is complex, corresponding to the non-259

trivial geometry encountered, with the range of variation approximately one order of mag-260

nitude. τ , meanwhile, is independent of the direction of arrival, indicating that the late-261

time distribution of energy within the dune is indeed independent of initial conditions.262

τ is of the same order as the timescale for shear wave propagation between internal re-263

flections, and has a distinct peak corresponding to resonance, as suggested by Levander264

[1990], and as discussed in the case of subsurface heterogeneities by Korneev [2009]. We265

hypothesize that this ‘resonant frequency’ is associated with a wavelength of shear waves266

within the dune equal to the typical vertical thickness of the dune, H{2. Having estab-267

lished the values of parameters T and τ , equation 2 specifies the energy inside the dune268

over time and hence the rate at which it emits energy.269

To investigate the transmission of energy emitted by the dune, we analyze synthetic270

seismograms in the far field, generated in the same simulations but corresponding now271

to surface locations a) at increasing radial distance from the dune center, in the same272

direction, and b) at a constant radial distance of 180 m from the dune’s center and ar-273

ranged around it. We again use the Gabor wavelets specified by equation 4. As expected,274

Rayleigh waves are predominantly responsible for transmitting energy to the far field,275

as demonstrated by the characteristic propagation velocity and elliptical displacement276
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trajectories shown in Figure 5a. We calculate the relative Rayleigh wave energy flux at277

simulated receivers to extract directivities D, which are plotted in Figure 5b.278

3.2 Verification of predictions296

Having established the fundamental assumptions of our mathematical model, and297

extracted its parameters, we compare its predictions of ground-roll noise level with ob-298

servations from simulations. We conduct a simulation with realistic receiver line in the299

vicinity of a dune, as depicted schematically in Figure 6a, and produce a synthetic seis-300

mogram (Figure 6b) in which the expected features can be observed: a direct Rayleigh301

wave, initial reflections from the dune, and subsequent arrivals of waves emitted from302

the dune following absorption and reverberation.303

In Figure 6c, we compare the observed receiver displacements due to the latter to317

the amplitudes predicted by our model, and note that our predictions represent a remark-318

ably tight bound, over the entire receiver line and over a time in which the energy flux319

of passing waves decreases by a factor of 400. The only exception to this corresponds to320

waves emitted from the dune at early times (after a residence time within the dune of321

« 0.4 s), when energy within the dune has not yet adopted a distribution independent322

of initial conditions. Over a duration of « 0.4 s at each receiver, a coherent wavepacket323

passes receivers upwind of the dune, after having travelled through the dune, been re-324

flected from its leeward face, and travelled back. Even at these times, the bounds estab-325

lished by our model are exceeded by a factor of only three.326

4 Exploration of parameter space327

4.1 Dune geometry328

Whilst we have established our model’s accuracy for the mesh hitherto discussed,329

its applicability to physical scenarios depends on the stability of its parameters to changes330

in dune geometry. We therefore examine the sensitivity of the parameters T , τ , and D331

to changes in dune length, width, and height. Specifically, we construct new meshes, each332

including a dune with the same hyperbolic crest line and angled faces discussed in Sec-333

tion 2.2, but with, in turn and with all else held constant in each case: length X increased334

by a factor of 1.6; width Y increased by a factor of 1.5; and height H reduced by a fac-335

tor of 2. While these parameter values are unrealistic, they may be thought of as exag-336
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Figure 5. Energy emission to the far field. a) Illustrative hodogram of the real component

of displacement for a source 100 m downwind of the dune’s centre and with a Gabor wavelet

waveform of center frequency 27 Hz. The direction from the dune’s center to receivers is at

900 to the wind, and subplots are particle paths in the radial-vertical plane, over 0.11 s time

windows. The dashed line indicates the Rayleigh wave propagation speed. Particles trace the

elliptical trajectories characteristic of Rayleigh waves, and disturbances propagate radially out-

wards at the Rayleigh wave velocity. b) Directivity D for varying source positions • relative to

the dune. For each source position, we consider 60 receivers, each 180 m from the dune’s cen-

ter and with an azimuthal separation of 60 from its neighbours. We measure at each receiver,

position 180n relative to the dune’s center, the square amplitude Apn, t; f0q of vertical displace-

ment, in response to a source with a Gabor wavelet waveform of center frequency f0. We define

Dpn, f0q as the median over late times, after the direct wave and initial reflections have passed, of

Apn, t; f0q{xApn, t; f0qyn, and represent D by color in radial plots, with azimuth corresponding to

that of n and radial distance to f0. We observe that D is only weakly dependent on the source’s

position, as assumed by our model, and that D varies by over an order of magnitude, with little

energy emitted upwind of the dune at a wide range of frequencies, or in the direction of the horns

at high frequencies.
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Figure 6. Verification of predictions. a) Locations of simulated source (•) and receivers (¨).

The source waveform is a Ricker wavelet of center frequency f0 “ 20 Hz, and the receivers are at

the level of the desert floor with 5 m spacing between them. b) Synthetic seismogram, showing

vertical displacement at the receiver locations, over time. The direct Rayleigh wave is at the top

of the record, while the first arrivals of waves reflected from and emitted by the dune are at 0.5

s and 0.7 s, respectively. 12 receivers, in the three regions indicated by i, ii, and iii, are selected

for model verification. c) Comparison of observed displacements (trace) to amplitudes predicted

by equation 3 (gray envelope), for the receivers in regions i, ii, and iii. Parameter values are esti-

mated by linear interpolation in log f0, arg rSD, and arg rDR, as appropriate. With the exception

of the wave in i) arriving at t “ 1.1 s, after a single internal reflection in the dune (for which the

order of magnitude is correctly predicted), the model provides an excellent bound for displace-

ment due to energy emitted from the dune, over a range of receivers and a factor 20 decrease in

displacement magnitude over time.
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Figure 7. Parameter variation in the case of long (�, X “ 160), wide (˝, Y “ 150), and short

( İ, H “ 5) dunes, as compared to the dune described in previous sections (`, X “ Y “ 100,

H “ 10). a) Variation of directivity D, calculated as described in Figure 5b. In the center of

each subplot is a schematic of the corresponding dune geometry. b and c) Variation of T and τ ,

respectively, calculated as described in Figure 4c.

348

349

350

351

352

gerations of reasonable, realistic variations within the parameter space. We use the same337

methods to determine parameter values as described in Section 3.1, with the source 100338

m downwind of the dune crest, except that we now define L “ 2
a

pXY q, consistent with339

the above but taking into account the length of the dune’s horns.340

Figure 7 demonstrates that the model parameters display similar behavior over a341

wide range of dune geometries. T , τ , and D vary under changes of X, Y , and H, but342

the magnitude of such variation is typically less than that achieved by a proportionate343

change in arg rSD, f0, or arg rDR. In addition, not only are the parameters of the same344

order as predicted in Section 2.3 and measured in Section 3.1, but the frequency corre-345

sponding to resonance in the dune is approximately 2cs{H for all dune geometries con-346

sidered, as previously hypothesized.347
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4.2 Internal structure353

Thus far, we have considered a highly simplified model of seismic velocities, assum-354

ing homogeneity in the desert floor and homogeneity within the dune. For the sake of355

continued simplicity and, in particular, so that Rayleigh waves remain non-dispersive,356

we maintain the assumption of homogeneity within the desert floor, with density 2500357

kg m´3, cfP “ 1000 m s´1, and cfS “ 600 m s´1. However, to investigate whether dunes’358

internal structure has a significant effect on their absorption and re-emission of ground359

roll, we now consider a more realistic model for the dune, and allow seismic velocities360

to vary throughout its volume.361

We use models for density and seismic velocities within the dune derived from ex-362

isting literature, with the intention of calculating physically reasonable distributions of363

these quantities. On the basis of Logie [1981] and Ritsema and Dekker [1994], we take364

the bulk density throughout the dune to be 1600 kg m´3. We assume pressure p to be365

lithostatic and use the empirical models proposed by Bodet et al. [2014] for seismic ve-366

locities in dry sand, with cdryP “ 21p0.30 and cdryS “ 8.2p0.33, for quantities measured367

in SI units. To include the effect of water saturation, as found to be significant by Vriend368

et al. [2015], we use the results of Barrière et al. [2012] and assume that seismic veloc-369

ities decrease by 0.2% of their dry values for each 1% increase in water saturation, hence370

0.5% of their dry values for each 1% increase in water content by volume. We suppose371

that within the dune, with upwind distance from the dune’s slip face, 12 m thick lay-372

ers in which water content by volume is 1.2% alternate with 4 m thick layers in which373

water content by volume is 6%. This corresponds to 9-month ‘dry’ seasons being followed374

by 3-month ‘wet’ seasons, for a dune migrating at a constant velocity of 16 m yr´1; these375

conditions may be considered a physically reasonable idealization of those observed by376

Louge et al. [2013] and Berndtsson et al. [1996]. Under these assumptions, seismic ve-377

locities within the dune will have the distributions represented in Figure 8a. We write378

xcSy for the mean shear wave velocity within the dune.379

Given this velocity structure, and the mesh geometry discussed in Section 2.2, we380

simulate a point force 100 m downwind of the dune’s crest and extract parameters T ,381

τ , and D as described in Section 3.1. The resulting parameter values are shown in Fig-382

ures 8b and 8c.383
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Figure 8. Parameter values in the case of internal structure. a) Velocity model in the y “ 0

section through the dune’s centerline. b) Values of directivity D, calculated as described in

Figure 5b. c and d) Values of T and τ , respectively, calculated as described in Figure 4c. We

non-dimensionalize as previously, but now with xcSy “ 280 m s´1, the mean shear wave velocity

within the dune.

384

385

386

387

388

Model parameters have similar behavior to that noted in the case of a homogeneous389

dune, but differ significantly in their exact values. In Figure 8b, T is measured to be ap-390

proximately an order of magnitude lower than in the case of a homogeneous dune, with391

the majority of the energy absorbed by the dune re-emitted before the adoption of a time-392

independent distribution. However, T demonstrates the same increase with f0 as pre-393

viously noted, and the same decrease at high f0. Similarly, τ demonstrates the same resonance-394

associated peak at f0 « 2xcSy{H, but we note that the peak is significantly narrower395

and, when suitably non-dimensionalized, higher, indicating a stronger resonance. Con-396

sidering D, Figure 8c demonstrates preferential energy emission in the direction of the397

dune’s migration, as observed for a homogeneous dune. However, even at the highest cen-398

ter frequencies investigated we observe no deficit in the energy emitted in the direction399

of the dune’s horns, and this is markedly contrary to results in the homogeneous case.400
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5 Discussion and conclusions401

We have demonstrated that, under reasonable physical assumptions, an isolated402

barchan sand dune will be a significant source of off-line scattered ground roll over a pro-403

longed interval of time, as a result of the absorption and subsequent re-emission of seis-404

mic energy. As depicted in the movies in supplemental material, a significant propor-405

tion of the energy radiated by a seismic source will propagate in the form of Rayleigh406

waves, or ground roll, and some proportion of the energy reaching a dune will be trans-407

mitted through its boundary and absorbed by its interior. Internal reflection will lead408

to reverberation of this energy within the dune, with some proportion transmitted through409

the dune’s boundary in each interval of time. It is this re-emitted energy, propagating410

to the receiver spread in the form of Rayleigh waves, that will manifest itself as noise in411

seismometer traces.412

We have developed and verified a simple analytical model for the process of energy413

absorption and re-emission, providing a tight bound on the amplitude of noise due to414

re-emitted ground roll. Our assumptions, that Rayleigh waves are the dominant mech-415

anism for energy transfer and that the energy absorbed by the dune quickly adopts a dis-416

tribution independent of initial conditions, imply that energy density within the dune417

will display a characteristic sudden increase and exponential decay, which we observed418

in our simulations. Using one set of simulations to extract parameters of our analytical419

model, we verified that they take physically reasonable values, and successfully predicted420

the amplitude of noise at a realistic receiver spread in an independent simulation.421

Under variations of dune geometry and internal structure, we have shown that the422

model’s parameters have similar behaviour, estimable from easily-measurable properties423

of the dune such as height H, typical width L and typical shear wave velocity cS . The424

proportion T of arriving energy transmitted to the dune increases with the typical fre-425

quency of the source’s oscillations f0, associated with the increasing proportion of the426

Rayleigh wave energy concentrated near the surface, before decreasing as self-interference427

becomes significant at f0 „ cS . The decay time τ has a peak at f0 « 2cS{H, attain-428

ing a value τ « L{cS , associated with a half-height shear wave resonance within the429

dune, and decreases for greater and lesser f0. Of the energy emitted from the dune, a430

lower proportion D is directed upwind of the dune, away from its horns, than is emit-431

ted in the direction of the dune’s horns.432
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Our results allow quantitative predictions of the seismic noise arriving at surficial433

receivers in the vicinity of an isolated barchan, which can be validated in field experi-434

ments. Field data can be examined for evidence of scattered ground roll arrivals asso-435

ciated with isolated barchan dunes, and for exponential decay of the amplitude of the436

noise associated with these arrivals.437

For the sake of simplicity, some physical properties that are significant in the field438

have been neglected. In particular, we neglected attenuation, assumed constant seismic439

velocities in the desert floor, and assumed a single dune rather than considering multi-440

ple dunes. Neglecting attenuation will have a significant effect on the amplitude of dune-441

scattered ground roll, since uncohesive sand is strongly attenuative. However, isotropic442

anelastic attenuation may easily be added to our work by adding a multiplicative term443

to our analytic model, of the form exp
“

´πfptSD ` tDRq{Q
f
‰

exp r´πfpt´ tSD ´ tDRq{Qs444

for seismic quality factor Qf in the desert floor and Q in the dune. Assuming constant445

seismic velocities in the desert floor will significantly change the arrival time of dune-scattered446

ground roll, since Rayleigh waves are dispersive in a heterogeneous medium, and the near447

surface is typified by significant increases in seismic velocity with depth. However, the448

effect of this change may also be included, by replacing the constant Rayleigh wave ve-449

locities in our analytic model with the frequency-dependent Rayleigh wave velocities of450

the region with which one is concerned. Finally, the effect of multiple dunes may be con-451

sidered by considering the energy flux arriving at a receiver and conducting a pertur-452

bation expansion, in the geometric attenuation factor between dunes, analogous to that453

used for multiple scatterers. To first order in this factor, the contributions of each dune454

may be considered in isolation, and summed to calculate the total contribution of the455

dune field. To second order, each dune radiating ground roll must be considered as a source456

in relation to each other dune, and the related contributions again summed. Continu-457

ing this process would yield a noise estimate that takes into account an arbitarily large458

number of inter-dune interactions, making the effect of a dune field calculable.459

Of perhaps more concern, a number of the properties we have used are poorly quan-460

tified in the field. The estimates used for seismic velocities within sand dunes are drawn461

from a limited number of studies, none of which have probed the entire depth of a barchan462

dune. Extrapolating the results of laboratory studies to the field, as we did in the case463

of seismic velocities’ dependence on pressure and on water saturation in Section 4.2, is464

prone to error, and the results are often in conflict with data from the field. For exam-465
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ple, Barrière et al. [2012] suggested that seismic velocities should decrease with increas-466

ing water content, contrary to the observations of Vriend et al. [2015].467

However, given better quantification of system parameters, or the validation in the468

field of predictions made with existing estimates of such parameters, our work implies469

the possibility of tailoring survey design to minimise the deleterious effects of dune-scattered470

ground roll. The work we have presented suggests that, to minimise noise, receivers are471

best placed upwind of isolated barchan dunes, and that, in the vicinity of a dune of height472

H and typical shear wave velocity cS , frequencies f0 « 2cS{H are best avoided in anal-473

ysis. Equation 3 also allows the establishment of a criterion for the necessary distance474

from a given dune to detect a signal of specified arrival time and amplitude, in a spec-475

ified frequency range of analysis.476

A: Mesh refinement study477

We verify the numerical accuracy of our simulations by a mesh refinement study478

on a quasi-2D model of a transverse dune, with profile given by the midline of our orig-479

inal barchan dune model. The mesh geometry, shown in Figure A.1a, is 200 m long, 200480

m wide, and 70 m deep, with CPML 25 m thick on each side and 30 m deep at its base.481

The dune geometry is defined by a straight brinkline along the mesh’s center, at a height482

of H “ 10m, and by constant slope angles on the windward and leeward faces of 100483

and 300 respectively. Velocities of the P and S waves are 1000 and 600 m s´1 in the desert484

floor, and 350 and 180 m s´1 in the dune. Density is everywhere 2500 kg m´3. We sim-485

ulate point forces 50 m upwind of, below, and 50 m downwind of the brinkline, acting486

vertically 1 m below the surface with Ricker function waveforms, central frequency 10487

Hz and amplitude 105 N. Synthetic seismograms are recorded along a surface receiver488

line on the desert floor, transverse to the crest, with sources 50 m offline. The simula-489

tion duration is 2.4 s.490

Varying the interval between mesh points δx, with a proportionate time step, we491

find that error in displacement decays as δx2.9˘0.3, with δx “ H{2 sufficient for 10%492

accuracy. An example of the convergence of simulated displacement is shown in Figure493

A.1b, with the decay of mean squared error in displacement depicted in Figure A.1c.494
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Figure A.1. Numerical convergence in a quasi-2D model. a) Geometry used for mesh-

refinement study. Simulated sources are at locations Ó, with a burial of 1 m, while receivers are

the surface at locations ‚. b) Convergence of simulated displacement for the source receiver pair

marked by ˚ in a, for decreasing δx{H. c) Decay, with decreasing interval between mesh points

δx, of the mean over time t of squared error in simulated displacement upt; δxq. We normalize by

our best estimate of mean squared displacement. Colors correspond to the source locations in a,

while error bars are the standard error over the 26 receiver locations.
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B: Assessment of CPML efficiency502

We assess the efficiency of our convolutional perfectly-matched boundary layers (CPML)503

by comparing our simulations to analytic solutions in the case of a point force on a ho-504

mogeneous halfspace. We use a mesh 400 m long, 400 m wide, and 100 m deep, with typ-505

ical mesh spacing 5 m and CPML 4 grid points thick on each side, and with constant506

velocities of P and S waves, 1000 m s´1 and 600 m s´1, respectively. We simulate a ver-507

tical point force 100 m downwind of the center of the mesh’s surface, at a depth of 1 m508

and with a delta function waveform, and consider receiver locations at the surface, 180509

m from the center and at 50 azimuthal intervals. The duration of the simulation is 6 s.510

We convolve synthetic seismograms with Gabor wavelets, as specified by equation 4 with511

center frequencies from f0 “ 6 Hz to f0 “ 81 Hz, and calculate the total energy flux512

JobspxR, f0q past each receiver location for each center frequency. We compare the re-513

sults to the analytically-derived net energy fluxes for Rayleigh waves, in the same sit-514
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uation, in the cases of a) perfectly-absorbing boundaries (JabspxR, f0q and of b) perfectly-515

reflecting boundaries (JrefpxR, f0q), using the work of Miller and Pursey [1955] and Rose516

[1984] and the method of images in the case of b).517

Since Rayleigh waves dominate the signal received at the simulated receivers, a tight518

overestimate of the total reflected energy flux is given by Jobs ´ Jabs, and a tight un-519

derestimate of the worst-case total reflected energy flux is given by Jref´Jabs. Our lower520

bound for the efficiency of our CPML is therefore 1 ´ pJobs ´ Jabsq{pJref ´ Jabsq, and521

we find that at no receiver, and at no center frequency analysed, does this fall below 99%.522
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